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Timely Tips for Progress Monitoring 
By Carolyn Southerland 

Progress Monitoring is probably the most powerful tool that we have to offer with regards to student 

achievement. As we traveled around North Carolina conducting our site visits we observed varying 

degrees of Progress Monitoring. It is our intention to offer some simple tips and helpful suggestions as 

teachers learn to incorporate Progress Monitoring into their daily schedules.  

Why Progress Monitor? 

According to “An Analysis of Technology-Assisted Progress Monitoring to Drive Improved Student 

Outcomes,” teachers should Progress Monitor their students because it: 

 Positively impacts students’ literacy skills. 

 Greatly improves teacher practice and is a guide for good instruction planning tailored for each 

student’s need. 

 Provides an opportunity for a teacher and student to sit quietly and read a connected text, with the 

teacher paying close attention to the students’ reading habits. 

 Encourages students to participate in assessment process by allowing them to view the outcome of 

the assessment immediately, as well as note progress or lack of progress. 

 Allows a teacher to have access to clear grade-appropriate goals for students. 

How, with all the other demands, do we have time to Progress Monitor our students? 

 One of the most important things to progress monitor is the skill your instruction has focused on for 

the past 10–20 days. It is not appropriate to Progress Monitor in the “Critical Skill” if that is not 

where your instruction has been for your students. 

– You must “drill down” or “jump back,” look at the data, and decide where you need to focus on 

instruction for your red and yellow students. Then, after good instruction, Progress Monitor in 

that skill. If a student’s “Critical Skill” for this time of year is ORF but still has not met benchmark 

in NWF (or is red or yellow) then your instruction should be in NWF, and therefore that is where 

you should Progress Monitor. This instruction must be explicit and fast paced so that you can 

get to the “Critical Skill” the student needs. This type of instruction that meets the current needs 

of the student will help close the gap in his/her learning or foundational skill area, which 

ultimately will help this student become an independent reader. 

– Turn those two words around and we are just Monitoring the Progress of: 

 Our instruction as the teacher. This should be first. I should ask myself as the teacher, “Do 
my lessons meet the needs of my students at their foundational level?” 
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 Our students as learners. Did my students make adequate progress after good 
differentiated instruction?  If not, then I, as the teacher, need to seek help to ensure 
progress. I need to be sure my instruction is a good fit for the students I instruct. 

 If a student after 6 to 7 good days of instruction seems to have the skill under control then don’t wait 

to Progress Monitor, go ahead and PM on day 7 or 8 (17–18 for the 20 week cycle). This way you 

can stagger your Progress Monitoring and you won’t seem so overwhelmed when your 10–20 day 

Progress Monitoring cycle concludes.  

 Keep in mind the key to success is through good instruction in the lowest skill. 

 Progress Monitoring should not be looked at as another Benchmarking Assessment period. 

Progress Monitoring is monitoring our progress and giving immediate feedback which will allow the 

teacher and student to set goals. 

When in the day should I Progress Monitor? 

 Some teachers start their Progress Monitoring off before they start their guided reading groups. 

Progress Monitoring one or two students in both DIBELS and TRC before the beginning of a guided 

reading lessons gives the teacher time. This great practice allows the students to read familiar text 

and gives the teacher two or three minutes to Progress Monitor. Give yourself permission to take 

this short amount of time. In the long run you will have the advantage because instruction will relate 

directly to student needs. You will have the necessary data which will guide your instruction to meet 

the needs of the student. 

 Some teachers Progress Monitor their students as they enter the classroom at the beginning of the 

instructional day.  

 Some teachers end the day with Progress Monitoring some of their students. 

 Some teachers find time during transition times to Progress Monitor. 

  Remember to check out the “Tips for Benchmarking and Progress Monitoring” on our website. 

These tips may also give you some insight into how to be more efficient when Progress Monitoring. 

 Just keep in mind that there is no need to Progress Monitor a skill where you have not provided 

good instruction. You and your students will be frustrated and will not see the advantages of 

Progress Monitoring. 

The Key: 

 Instruction should link to Progress Monitoring and Progress Monitoring should link to instruction. 

They should run parallel and merge as one to confirm student growth in reading. 

 


